THREE DISCONTINUOUS FRAGMENTS OF THE BOKE OF MARCHALSI IN A PRIVATE COLLECTION THE Boke of Marchalsi
) 1 is the most comprehensive Middle English treatise on hippology, including the care and management of horses, and the identification and treatment of equine ailments and diseases. The work gets its title from the word marshalcy (ME marchalsi(e < OF mareschaucie), 2 the now obsolete term for farriery-understood in the sense of caring for horses, especially in a veterinary manner-and survives whole or in fragmentary form in ten manuscripts, mostly of the fifteenth century, some of which also embellish it with a verse prologue describing its contents. 3 The treatise, which has the form of a questionand-answer dialogue between master and pupil, is in two main parts: the first deals with the care, feeding, and management of horses of different ages; and the second with equine maladies and diseases, together with appropriate remedies for treating them. Unlike certain other popular medieval works on horses, such as the gnomic 'Properties of a Good Horse', whose contents are in large part amusingly whimsical, 4 The Boke of Marchalsi contains observations and advice that can be considered practical and informative; it is also considerably broader in scope than any other medieval English treatise on horses. In the opinion of George Keiser, it is 'the work of an author who obviously has an impressive knowledge of equine pathology' and one that 'offers useful and valuable information concerning the training and care of the horse'.
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Given the potential importance of a work such as The Boke of Marchalsi within a culture heavily dependent on horses in myriad ways, the lack of a comprehensive modern scholarly edition is difficult to understand; it is also a cause of frustration for anyone wishing to investigate medieval views on the topics covered by the treatise. To date, only one scholarly edition has been undertaken, by Bengt Odenstedt, in the form of a PhD thesis published in 1973. 6 But that study has several limitations. At the time of writing it, Odenstedt was aware of only seven manuscripts (of the ten that are now known to exist), from which he chose British Library, MS Harley 6398 (fols 1-58) as his base manuscript. Furthermore, of the text preserved in MS Harley 6398, Odenstedt transcribed and edited only the shorter first part of the treatise (found in fols 1r-16r), together with selections from the second part (fols 16r-58r), interspersed with headings alluding to material he chose to omit. By Odenstedt's own estimation, his study 'comprises about two-fifths of the [entire] treatise', 7 which means that the only modern edition of The Boke of Marchalsi is very incomplete. It would also not be unfair to say that Odenstedt's notes leave many pressing questions unanswered. (3) three short extracts from The Boke of Marchalsi, which lack an initial and any introductory formula and are separated from the preceding text by a simple one-line space (p. 219). Together, these three texts-which are all written in the same professional scribal hand-constitute a distinct, planned section within the codex.
14 Items 1 and 2 will not be discussed further here as they are extraneous to Item 3, and are intended to be dealt with in detail elsewhere.
Turning to the text of The Boke of Marchalsi (Item 3), modern descriptions of MS G have hitherto given the impression that this consists of a single continuous extract.
15 Closer examination reveals, however, that there are in fact three discontinuous but otherwise complete fragments, which discuss in turn: (a) the condition of pursiness (short-windedness) with appropriate cures; (b) the condition of 'enchafing of the neck' (a type of mange) with suitable cures; and (c) a solitary recipe for a poultice for the hoof of a horse suffering from lameness. The disconnectedness of these three fragments is clear from their contents, and is also indicated by the scribe's presentation of them, as the end of each is marked by line-filler followed by a one-line break before the next fragment begins. Only the text of the first fragment (from MS Harley 6398) has appeared in print before, in Odenstedt's edition (pp. 29-31), where some notable differences with MS G are apparent. Some of these variations, as I observe in the glossarial notes below, appear to confirm that this part of the text in MS G is corrupt, which is likely to be 8 The other two manuscripts that were unknown to Odenstedt are Cambridge, University Library, MS Dd.4.44, fols 1v-18r, and London, Wellcome Library, MS 5650, fols 1r-28v.
9 See C. F. G. R. Schwerdt, Hunting, Hawking, Shooting, Illustrated in a Catalogue of Books, Manuscripts, Prints and Drawings, 4 vols (London, 1928 (London, -1937 significant when plotting familial relationships between the different manuscripts.
In terms of what they have to say, it must be admitted that these three fragments will not alter our understanding of medieval hippology to any great extent, but they are important nonetheless in that they are essential for anyone wishing to undertake a fully collated scholarly edition of The Boke of Marchalsi. Such a project is in many ways a pressing desideratum, for The Boke of Marchalsi is a work that deserves to be better known to scholars interested in medieval horses. 16 Not only does it contains a great deal of valuable information pertaining to the treatment-physical and medicinal-of medieval horses, it is also a tantalizing source of many lexical items that are not yet attested or adequately treated by the MED. The MED, it is true, includes quotations from The Boke of Marchalsi under the stencil *Bk.Marchalsi, but it relies on a very limited number of sources, including Odenstedt's partial edition, in doing so. As will be seen from my comments on these fragments below, there is still a great deal to be learned about Middle English equine terminology and the practices to which it refers.
For all the above reasons, and because the three fragments published below are found in a manuscript that has vanished into a closed collection, it was thought desirable to publish a semi-diplomatic transcription of their contents: a transcription that could be used by anyone undertaking a complete scholarly edition of The Boke of Marchalsi. With such a project in mind, the edited text printed here is conservative in that it has been prepared with a minimum of intervention. The scribal bevigraph for and is represented by the ampersand, but all other abbreviations, including contractions and suspensions, have been expanded and signalled by italic type. These require little explanation, except for the mark normally used for -ur, which has been expanded as -owre to match the scribe's orthography elsewhere in this part of the manuscript. Raised letters have been silently lowered, and words where initial a is detached (as in a bove, a bate) have been silently amended, but all other divided words have been retained and signalled by means of a hyphen. Capitals, punctuation, and paragraphing are editorial; the large erasure in the colophon is indicated by an ellipsis within angled brackets, thus ‹. . . ›. 
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þen woll þe mydriff distroy þe longes, & þen þei may not meven hem to blowe kyndelyche as thei schulde done. And þat is þe cause wherefore þei haue no wynde for to done as þei schulde do, for þat his 15 wynde is distroyed oþer-wise þan hit schulde be. And þerfore whilys þat maledy is in þe be-gynnynge þer is a good amendement.
'A medycyn for þe same maledy. Lete do megre 20 him owte of his grees þat he be not fatte, for euer þe fatter þat he is, þe more encresith his maledy. & geve him his hey moisted with watir for to aswage his drynkynge, for he coueytith to drynke mekill for þe 
Glossarial Notes
The following notes are intended to clarify obscure words and phrases, while also commenting on any important features of the manuscript and text generally.
In addition to the list of abbreviations supplied at the start of this article, the following abbreviations for primary sources are used in this section: H ¼ London, British Library, MS Harley 6398, fols. 1r-58r (partially transcribed by Odenstedt)
